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A recent article noted that ”Congress faults Obama for not being tough with UN over Haiti’s 

cholera crisis ” 

Here is my analysis again on the whole futility of the Concannon-Kurzban cholera case that’s 

really another fundraising boon for the 28 billion per year humanitarian industry, on another 

Haiti crisis. 

The article is about a congressional letter sent to Obama where because a “bipartisan group of 

158 members of Congress are ‘deeply concerned’ that the US did not treat the UN’s refusal to 

accept responsibility for the outbreak with enough urgency.” Now, we all know that Obama was 

selected, as Minister Farrakhan points out, to run white affairs. Most of these politicians in 

Congress are there running the government for the one percent. Long ago, HLLN stopped 

appealing to the destroyers, whose function in our society must be redefined, restructured. 

But the article reminds me, it’s been awhile since I’ve hit on the white savior industrial complex 

cashing in on their imported diseases to Haiti. Their feudal pillage masking as humanitarian aid 

and “defending” and “helping” Haiti victims of imperialism. 
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Oceans of our blood have poured and watered the soil to nourish civilized co-existence on this 

planet Earth and continue, this very minute, to soak the earth needlessly, simply because Haitians 

were the first to counter, in combat, European/U.S. biological fatalism, destroy their myth of 

white superiority and to do what even Spartacus could not. 

For whose entertainment shall we sing our agony? To the destroyers, aspiring to extinguish us, 

reveling in their own fantastic success? The last imbecile to dream such dreams is dead, killed by 

the saviors of his dreams. –by Ezili Dantò of HLLN 

Brian Concannon-Ira Kurzban the ones bringing the cholera case, are, in this case, the control 

opposition financed by the system of racism/white supremacy.   The whites will make money, 

pad their resumes, Haitians die, Paul Farmer continues to distribute ineffective short term, foul 

cholera vaccines 6-years after the outbreak began, making hundreds of millions for his p-harm 

aceutical buddies. 

The depths of white depravity is unbounded. It’s a religion that has no logic except making profit 

off Black bodies and resources. And if they control the cholera victims narrative, they can lead it 

anywhere they wish. Be on TV legitimizing the UN’s crime against humanity in Haiti by asking 

the UN to apologize. To apologize for killing over 20,000 people and not inoculating and then 

not quaranteeing their soldiers, but covering up where the source of the disease came from, 

denying the importance of the source with a Paul Farmer-CDC public relations spiel in the first 

months of the outbreak. 

Controlled opposition offer nuggets of truth but are essentially working for the perpetrators of 

the crime, controlling the perpetrators’ exposure to condemnation and ultimately to the most just 

punishment. 

The best way to cover up the UN’s crime against humanity is to “sue” the UN for a way lesser 

crime, like for not having a claims procedure for Haitians to file their cases, instead of calling 

them the criminals that they are. For, even if the UN had a claims procedure, based on their 

history and the incontrovertible evidence, it would never rule against itself in favor of their 

victims. That’s not even reasonable. It’s like expecting the rapist to admit he’s a rapist and make 

whole his victim. 

But the Concannon-Kurzban crew, marginalized this critical Haiti narrative of HLLN by getting 

all the press about their “cholera case.” Notice, no media picks up on the Haitian narrative. It’s as 

if we’re invisible. As if we haven’t pointed out the Concannon-Kurzban legal conflicts of 

interests. Their close alliance and warm involvement with the occupiers of Haiti. 

That Paul Farmer, the UN star consultant and contractor for cholera relief and water 

detoxification is not on the board of the Brian Concannon’s Institute for Justice and Democracy 

in Haiti (IJDH) which is purportedly defending the cholera victims. 
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It’s as if the United States is not complicit in the UN cholera abuse for bringing them to Haiti to 

carry out their occupation in the first place. That its not the respondiat superior -the employer 

that also needs to be sued for financing the UN that brought death to Haiti. Because the US is not 

a name defendant in the Concannon-Kurzban theater, when Obama comes into Court on the side 

of the UN against the cholera victims, there’s no legal issue about the US involvement and 

criminal complicity in the cholera abuse case for the judge to consider. 

In the final analysis, the Concannon-Kurzban court gesture is an exercise in futility because the 

military occupation under UN proxy command, imposed by the US, continues unabated with its 

devastating effects. 

In fact, by suing the UN as some humanitarian gone-wrong incident, never mentioning the US 

occupation or even the UN proxy occupation, the white savior industrial complex indirectly 

legitimizes the occupation of Haiti and destruction of Haiti sovereignty. It’s the elephant in the 

Concannon-Kurzban case no one but HLLN sees in the room. 

HLLN would have lauded the letter if those Congressspersons had actually faulted Obama and 

U.S. imperialism in Haiti for bringing the UN to Haiti which then infected Haiti with a gross 

disease. 

But the control opposition at IJDH carved the narrative on the cholera case, so the letter from 

Congress  to Obama is not “Congress faults Obama for the UN over Haiti’s cholera” no. It’s 

“Congress faults Obama for not being tough with UN over Haiti’s cholera crisis.” Like their not 

mingled together as employer/ employee. The control opposition that is funded by the 

UN/USAID and the NGOs masturbating on Black pain, makes sure, that the root cause of why 

there’s cholera in Haiti, is not on the table for discussion. That a U.S. Boca Raton resident wasn’t 

the one to sign for MINUSTAH’s presence, but Haitians? 
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